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 THE PROBLEM
 

"If we were a city on the East Coast, or on the plains,

the pollution would just blow away. But we don't have

that with these mountain barriers, so we have to do

more to improve our air quality." 
  

- Dr. Scott Williams, Executive Director, Heal  Utah
 

Between 1,000 and 2,000 Utahns die prematurely

every year due to Utah's air pollution.
 

Children and the elderly are most likely to be

affected. 
 

High levels of pollution hamper the state's economy

as prospective companies are reluctant to move to

Utah because of poor air quality. 
 

U t a h ' s  A i r  Q u a l i t y
 

Most Utahns are strongly averse to federal regulation. 
  

EPA currently imposes progressively stricter standards based on

health studies and indirectly controls pollution permits for Utah's

businesses
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Mobile and area sources represent about 87% of all emissions.

Consumer choice is the largest driver behind those sources. 
 

If Utah fails to reduce its pollution to acceptable levels, the

EPA can intervene and impose their own sollutions. 
 

Utahns strongly resist when government regulates private

consumer choice.  
 

Clean air technologies exist, but they are not attracting

significant demand.
  

Low demand leads to little incentive for companies to

adopt greener business models. 
 

Developing clean air products requires greater time and

capital compared to simpler ventures.  
  

Subsidies for clean air technologies distort market

demand, which makes it hard for innovators to conduct

accurate research. 
  

The lack of market research and financial support

condemns many clean air products to die in what is

known as the "Valley of Death". 
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Clean Air Innovators
 

Non-profits spearhead air-quality awareness campaigns

that raise public awareness. Greater awareness, however,

does not translate to changes in consumer behavior.  
  

Greater awareness tends to fuel the misperception that air

quality is getting worse. 
  

Non-profits also issue small grants to help convert mobile

and area sources to cleaner technologies. 
 

"As the [EPA] Standard goes down, we may see red air

days now that would not have been violations ten

years ago. So while the air is cleaner, the number of

violations may not be dramatically reduced. So that

impacts perception as well, and that's a real issue."
  

Alan Matheson, Director, Department of

Environmental Quality (DEQ)
 

Regulating industry has successfully reduced

pollution levels in the state 
  

Attempting to develop clean air technology

through USTAR (Utah Science Technology and

Research) has not successfully created

marketable clean air technology
  

Expanding public transit has increased ridership

but is still not easily accessible for most Utahns
  

Incentivizing consumers to adopt clean air

technologies through subsidies and tax credits

has successfully helped consumers adopt cleaner

technologies
 

"The state through USTAR funds a lot of development of

new technology, and they also have funding offerings where

they specifically ask for air quality related technology that

they want to move towards commercialization." 
  

-Seth Lyman, Director, Utah State University 
 Bingham Research Center.
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Solutions Landscape
 

Products that improve air quality typically lack the value

propositions required to generate mass adoption. 
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STAKEHOLDER ACTIVITIES 
 

Industry's

capacity to

comply with

regulation is

plateauing. 
 

Very few people take responsibility

and reduce their personal emissions.
 

A strong majority of

Utahns overestimate

industry's emission levels. 
 

Grant programs lack

market discipline. Many

clean air products fail to

commercialize.
 

Constant public awareness

campaigns lead people to

falsely believe that pollution

levels are rising. 
 

EPA periodically releases stricter

standards based on health studies.

Stricter standards move Utah into non-

attainment status. 
 

Consumer regulation

has been controversial

and most has not been

implemented.
 

A small subset of

Utahns use public

transit. 
 

Non-profits alert public of non-

attainment status through

public awareness campaigns. 
 

General public pressures

elected officials to

regulate industry. 
 

Elected officials enact seven primary

strategies to reduce pollution levels.
 

Legislature attempts to create more

public awareness, hoping that people

will take personal responsibility and

reduce individual emissions. 
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Clean air technology

entrepreneurs attempt to

create products that are

adopted by a critical mass, but

most fail. 
 

People take advantage

of incentive programs

that allow them to

convert old technology 

to cleaner models.
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Attempts to

mandate cleaner

building codes

have failed to make

it through the

legislature. 
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The Vicious Cycle
 

UTA is not easily accessible

for most Utahns and is one

of the most expensive

transit systems in the US. 
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Communities have traditionally been designed around car-

commuting.
  

The Utah Transit Authority (UTA) is one of the fastest-growing

public transit systems in the nation.  However, only 21 percent

of people along the Wasatch Front live within a quarter mile of a

public transit stop.
  

Homes produce a major portion of area source emissions. 
  

Current building codes are outdated. 
  

Homes that are being built with outdated codes will have a

negative impact on air quality for the duration of their lifespan

(50-100 years). 
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Planners and Developers
 

Grant programs

encourage a culture

of innovation.
 

Complies with

regulation
 

Non-profits successfully increase public awareness, but greater

awareness does not directly translate to changes in consumer behavior.
 

Consumer behavior is the largest driver of pollution. 
 

Products focused solely on improving air quality often fail

because they do not present sufficient value propositions.  
  

Community design impacts consumer behavior. 
  

Governmental strategies to improve air

quality have generated mixed results.
  

Government efforts to create public awareness

inadvertently lead to increased public pressure

placed on the Legislature to improve air quality. 
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Lessons Learned
 

Researchers
attempt to create

clean air
technology

 

Government
issues grants to

researchers
 

UTA has some of the highest passenger fees in the

country, yet still requires annual appropriations of

$200 million to cover operational costs. 
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Major Gaps
 

Grant models (e.g., USTAR) perpetuate a culture of innovation,

but are ultimately ineffective at incentivizing researchers to

create marketable clean air technologies. 
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Public Transportation
 

Elected officials
provide funding

to UTA
 

Emissions are
reduced but

not as much as
expected

 

Usage rates do
not meet

expectations
 

Expansion of
public transit

infrastructure
and services

 

“That was an eye opening finding, that yes we need to

continue to reduce our mobile emissions, especially in

the near term, but if we want to keep clean air in the

long term, we have to do something about area

sources. Every home has two smoke stacks from our

water heaters and furnaces, those are a whole lot

cleaner than burning coal or wood, but if you get

enough of them, it makes a lot of a difference.” 
  

-Ari Bruening, COO, Envision Utah
 

"The role of public policy in this process should be to

encourage and sustain the continuous progress of innovative

energy technologies... by reducing or eliminating pervasive

obstacles to the flow of capital and knowledge or by

establishing institutions devoted to innovation."
  

-Mansur & Jenkins, Researchers, Breakthrough Institute
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Outputs
 

Outcomes
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Advocates push
for updated 

building codes 
  

 
 

Supportive
legislators draft

new building
codes

  
 

Effective building
codes fail to
become law 

  
 

Area sources
remain a large

source of
emissions

  

Utah's population is projected to double by 2050. Any

delay in updating the current building codes condemns

the region to greater amounts of pollution from homes

as they tend to last for 50-100 years. 
 

A combination of special interests and a political culture

averse to regulation prevent stricter building codes

from being implemented. 
 

Many clean air
technologies fail

to offer a
compelling value

proposition
 

Consumers will continue to choose pollution-heavy

products until cleaner and cheaper alternatives exist.
 

Only a small
subset of the

population
adopt clean air

tech
 

Despite significant expansions, public transit is still

not easily accessible to a majority of Utahns. 
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Community Design 
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Product Landscape 
 

Our survey data indicated that Utahns have a much higher willingness to

adopt air quality solutions if they also promote some other public value (e.g.

improving air quality and lowering crime rates).
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We conducted a solar-lighting prototype in a local Utah Valley

neighborhood.  The neighborhood experiences higher than

normal crime rates and lower than normal street light

distributions for the area. Because of the demonstrated link

between street lights and crime rates, we worked with Orem

City to distribute motion-sensor solar lights to residents to

hopefully reduce crime rates while reducing the

neighborhood's carbon footprint. 
 

Multi-Purpose Solutions
 

As we implemented and evaluated our prototype, the responses

we received from residents were overwhelmingly positive and

validated our survey findings. 95% of program participants in the

Lakeridge project said that participation made them more

inclined to support future solutions that combine improving air

quality with addressing another public issue.
 

If consumer value for air-quality-improving products and services is

not created in community design, consumer pollution continues.
  

Products focused on air-quality-technology alone

are less likely to enjoy widespread adoption.
  

In the 1930s and 40s,  Wasatch Front residents relied on

coal furnaces to heat their homes. These furnaces generated

staggering amounts of pollution. Public emission levels were

not significantly reduced until gas heating technology

became available. 
 

I2E and ARPA-E are effective government-supported

technology development models. I2E is an Oklahoma

venture development firm that funds 50% of a deal and

assists their clients in obtaining angel investors. ARPA-E is a

federal agency that engages entrepreneurs in cooperative

research agreements with cost-sharing requirements. 
 

"We need to find ways for incumbents, regulators, the

consumer advocacy groups, and the disruptive new tech

companies to come together in an environment where

they can have a shared conversation about areas where

they can work together and advance collective interests."
  

-Mark Silberg
 eLab Network Manager, Rocky Mountain Institute
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Levers of Change

"I have found that having these facilitating conversations

doesn't just open up a broader solution sets and get buy-in,

but it also clarifies the different roles, responsibilities, and

actions that participants need to take in order to advance the

solution. No one person or organization in the ecosystem has

the agency to solve the problem." 
  

-Mark Silberg
 eLab Network Manager, Rocky Mountain Institute

 

Ivory Homes, Utah's largest home builder, has recognized

the market value of energy efficient homes and has

voluntarily adopted updated cleaner building codes. 
 

Daybreak is a community in the Salt Lake Valley that has

fully embraced ecological sustainability as a core value. It

has  proven that a community designed around sustainable

principles can thrive in Utah. 
 

The government could work in conjunction with the private

sector to create stronger clean air technology incubators and

advisory resources. 
 

Stakeholders should focus on providing multi-purpose

solutions. Involved stakeholders should pursue strategies

to develop air quality solutions that promote multiple

public values. 
 

 

Adopting the 2015 codes would increase the sticker price of

the average home by $2,200. The increased  energy

efficiency of the home, however, would save the average

homeowner $3,760  over the course of a 30 year mortgage.
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Community Design
 

3
 

Product Landscape
 

Non-profit messaging campaigns should shift their strategies.

Non-profits could promote clean air technologies that provide

Utahns with effective value propositions. 
 

Stakeholders should implement best practices used by modern

sustainable communities like Daybreak. Daybreak successfully

created a strong value proposition by marketing quality of life

as the key component of the community. 
 

Changes in community design to improve air quality can happen

when proposed solutions include quality of life and better price

points in the value proposition.  
 

History has demonstrated that changing the consumer

product landscape is an effective approach to reducing

consumer emissions.
 

By aligning priorities, funding streams, and measurement systems, focused on changing consumer

behavior, stakeholders can engender the needed behavioral shifts. To activate levers of change in

the consumer product landscape and community design, we recommend that collective impact

initiative be formed around inducing a behavioral change in consumers. 
 

There are effective technology development models run

by other governmental entities.
 

Collective Impact Initiative
 

Recommend Elements
 


